G6

TRANSFORMING SINGLE-GAS
DETECTION WITH CONNECTIVITY

G6 from Blackline Safety is the new standard in
single-gas detection, helping you quickly and
confidently respond to safety incidents.
The superior performance and vital data of G6
gives you a significant advantage in your fight
to reduce your organization’s incidents to zero.
You can take informed action and get ahead of
possible safety risks with visuals of high alarm
rates and low compliance.
G6 is an innovative, must-have solution for
improving safety and operational performance
in the modern industrial workplace.

BUILT-IN CAPABILITIES:

Reliable direct-to-cloud
cellular connectivity to the
Blackline Live platform

GPS to locate people and
devices quickly

Higher precision to reduce
false alarms and support STEL
monitoring

Automatic updates several
times per year make your
device even smarter over time

Single-gas detection for
H2S, CO, O2 or SO2

Rechargeable battery with up
to one year battery life

Data-rich reporting to improve safety, compliance,
culture, and performance

Blackline Safety protects 150,000 workers in 70+ countries

ALL-IN-ONE CONNECTED SAFETY SOLUTION
KEY BENEFITS
Fastest incident response time

Improved efficiency

Better safety and compliance

Locate workers when an
alarm is triggered via GPS and
cloud connectivity

Save on total cost of ownership with
G6’s four-year life span —twice as
long as disposable, single-gas devices

Get purpose-built reports and
accurate data sets with easy
visualization

See and assess what’s happening
on the ground for faster, informed
responses

Reduce IT infrastructure costs, easily
find lost devices, and save money
on replacement expenses through
wireless connectivity

Modify workplace processes and
training with analytics and insights to
get ahead of safety risks

Minimize the frequency of false
alarms with higher precision

Manage compliance through singlesource data accessed from anywhere,
anytime on any web-enabled device

Choose to own or rent to maximize
your CAPEX or OPEX budgets

DID YOU KNOW?
G6 supports your sustainability goals—
and lowers your total cost of ownership—
with devices that last four years or more,
versus the two-to-three-year lifespan of
competitive products.

Blackline Safety is a technology leader that helps diverse industrial
companies drive towards zero safety incidents and improved performance
through networked safety devices and predictive analytics. Blackline provides
wearable devices, personal and area gas monitoring, cloud-connected
software and data analytics to meet demanding safety challenges and
enhance overall productivity for organizations with coverage in more than
100 countries. Armed with cellular and satellite connectivity, Blackline
Safety technologies provide a lifeline to tens of thousands of people, having
reported over 180 billion data-points and initiated over five million alerts.
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